
The  discovery  of  the  possibility  to  grow  graphene  on  liquid  metal  resulted  in  creating  a  new 
graphene product - High Strength Metallurgical Graphene™.

HSMG™ is  a  product  which  originated  from a  unique production  method that  allowed to  manufacture 
graphene on a liquid metal matrix. The method was designed by the scientists of Materials Science and 
Engineering  (Lodz  University  of  Technology)  and  developed  into  a  highly  efficient  production  process 
together with AGP. 

It is a new type of graphene. Much stronger than CVD graphene, more durable, which can be produced in 
large quantities in short time. HSMG™ finally allows to use graphene on an  industrial scale and is available 
in a large variety of sizes: from 10x10 mm up to 200x90 mm.

Due to its properties, HSMG™ is an ideal product for composites, energy storage devices and filtration 
membranes. Using HSMG™ in composites would be most valuable in polymeric structures and new types 
of composites due to perfect coverage and durability. 

Main qualities:

• Monocrystalline flakes up to 1mm

• Tensile elongation that is more than double what can be achieved via CVD produced graphene

• Single and multilayer sheets of any size up to 300 cm2

• Very high graphene coverage and continuity (95% min)

• Easily transferable (multiple times) onto various substrates

• Stability without a substrate

• Stable negative thermal coefficient of electroconductivity

• Stable mechanical and physical properties under thermal fatigue conditions

Monocrystalline flakes up to 1mm
The patented  method  of  nucleating  and  growing 
graphene  on  a  liquid  substrate  allows  us  to 
manufacture  flawless  single HSMG™  graphene 
flakes up to 1mm.  The nucleation and growth of 
single,  hexagonal  graphene  flakes  starts  from 
heterogenic  nucleation  and  growth.  During  the 
process  the  zone  cleaning  effect  can  also  be 
observed.  Any contamination is  pushed out  from 
the grains by the crystallization front. 

These  are  the  key  advantages  of  the  production 
process, allowing to manufacture a flawless product 
in terms of quality and purity. 

The  method  of  manufacturing  graphene  on  liquid 
substrates  allows  to  produce  large-format  highly 
durable  policrystalline  graphene  structures.  The 
process is fully controlled, enabling the production 
of  graphene  sheets  with  a specified  number of 
layers: one for monolayer sheets and up to five for 
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multilayer sheets.

The substrate coverage is always at a minimum 95%.
The  creation  of  single,  even  layers  of  polycrystalline 
graphene from the liquid phase begins with nucleation and 
growth  of  single  hexagonal  flakes  of  graphene on  a 
metallic base. 

Afterwards,  those  flakes  undergo  an  adhesive  effect 
resulting in  polycrystallic  graphene flakes with  low-angle 
edges  until  a  single  layer  is  created.  After  creating  the 
single  layer,  depending  on  the  process  parameters, 
another layer of graphene can begin to grow. 

Easily transferable, multiple times, onto various substrates
HSMG™ is a product strong enough to endure multiple transfers without losing its main properties. This 
advantage allowed us to create a new HSMG™-based product – The Transfer Kit.
This  product  allows  our  customers  (under  laboratory  conditions)  to  perform  an 
unassisted transfer processes from our regular substrate (PMMA) onto any required surface.  The Transfer 
Kit includes all tools and instructions required for use.

Such option broadens the use of HSMG™ and allows its functionalization, spatial structuring, selective 
doping and creation of integrated circuits. 
Our standard offer includes graphene transferred on a polymethyl methacrylate substrate (PMMA). In case a 
different substrate is required, we can transfer it to any required surface for an additional fee

Stability without a substrate 
HSMG™   is manufactured on a liquid substrate in accordance with our production process, yielding high 
stability even without the substrate.

Photographs from high-resolution transmission electron microscope serve as proof. On the photos below,  
you can observe a folded, monolayer sheet existing without any substrate. On the second photo the bilayer 
graphene has been presented after preparation in a single window grid.

Stable  negative  thermal  coefficient  
of electroconductivity

Graphene  produced  from  our  liquid  phase 
production  process  has  a  negative  coefficient  of 
electrical conductivity and maintains stable electrical 
properties during temperature change cycles.

Stable  mechanical  and  physical  properties 
under thermal fatigue conditions
Research  conducted  on  HSMG™ has  shown  an 
endurability of 1000 cycles.



HSMG™ and  CVD  Graphene  comparison

High strength properties in comparison to 
CVD graphene.

Research  regarding  graphene  resistance 
changes  during  static  tensile  test  (Fig.1) 
indicate  that  HSMG™  is  much stronger than 
regular CVD Graphene (Fig.2). 

HSMG™ during the test has reached a tensile 
elongation level of 33%, while CVD graphene 
has  suffered  from  decohesion  at  16%.  The 
higher strength is most probably an effect  of 
the  formation  mechanics  of  polycrystalline 
graphene  grain  borders  creation  while 
manufacturing on liquid metal.

Fig1. Fig2. 

Quality control 
AGP fully understands the importance of high quality equipment.During our production process we strive to  
use the best possible equipment.

The following list presents the essential devices of our process.

Production unit - the core device used to manufacture HSMG™ sheets from liquid metal phase.

The  unit  has  been  designed,  constructed  and 
delivered by SECO/WARWICK. This is the key to our 
process. This device is the key behind manufacturing 
graphene sheets on liquid metal.

RAMAN Spectroscope
Raman spectroscopy in characterizing the properties 
of graphene.

Each and every graphene sheet is examined before 
being  sent  to  our  customers  to  ensure  the  best 
quality of service.

We also use a control  station:  mechanical  properties,  an atomic  forces  microscope – AFM, a  confocal 
microscope, a SEM scanning electron microscope and a control station: electrical properties.
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